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Objective 
 
To teach students how to be a creative lead, and develop original game play experiences full of discovery 
and innovation. I love creating original IP and bringing life into already existing IP. 
 

Relevant Personal Projects 
 
I consulted with Walt Disney Imagineering over the summer of 2012 for an attraction in the parks. 
 
I also host a podcast where I interview game developers, directors, comedians and other creative types 
about how to make a product clear, engaging and fun. Please check it out if you want a clearer idea of 
how I approach the creative process: www.joemethod.com 
 
I am currently writing a book on how to make things “fun”. 
 

Work Experience 
 
January 2014 – Present 
Reflexion Health 
Game Director – Kinect for PC 
 
    Game Direction 

 Decided a game direction after thoroughly understanding the product from technical, product and 
medical levels. 

 Put an emphasis on engaging the user using game design hallmarks such as meaningful 
feedback, discovery, engagement and simplicity.  

 Made sure the users would feel accomplished no matter their skill level. 
 

    Game Production 

 Created development schedule that emphasized MVP (most viable product) while keeping the 
quality high so that it can be shown to potential clients. 

 Foresee and eliminate future bottlenecks before they ever manifest, in technical, art and design 
realms. 

 Made sure production was in line with User Interface, Game Art, Animation, Technical, Medical 
and product requirements. 
 

   Game Design 

 Collaborated with all team members and championed the best idea. 

 Constantly updated the game design document and alerted all team members to the changes of 
the document. 

 Focus on user experience related to comprehension of demographic targeted. 

 UI Design. 
 

    Animation Direction 

 Directed the style and personality of the main character through animation and body language. 

 Created flow of animations to adhere to game logic. 

 Helped animation team figure out technical and prioritization issues. 
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    Voice Over Direction 

 Created dialogue that adhered to medical standard. 

 Ensured that dialogue spoken would add to adherence and engagement of product before any 
other requirement. 

 Worked directly with voice actress to make sure tone, cadence and emphasis were authentic and 
meaningful. 

 
    Art Direction 

 Regular hands on interaction with artists to make sure all design was congruent with the universe 
we wanted to create 

 Created “pre-concept” art to help artists with game art vision.  

 With artist, created concept art to help technical team envision end product. 

 Did level design for all environments in the Unity engine. 

 Helped establish an art direction and color palate to run across entire product (web/app).  
 

     Applied Fun Theory specifically to the Health Industry 

 Learned what motivated people and how it can be applied to medicine.  

 Had a focus on making the product resonate with the user and another focus on engaging 
gameplay, over anything else.  

 
 
August 2012 – December 2013 
Tiny Castle Studios 
Creative Producer – Mobile Games, Web 
 
I was the lead game designer and producer on various products for android, iOS and web. I helped 
facilitate creative collaboration and use my history in the game industry to help solve design, technical 
and art issues. I also author and maintain the Game Design Document, help make the goals clear to the 
user, the gameplay engaging and make sure there is always a discovery being made by the player. 
 
I lead daily scrum/agile meetings to set priorities and responsibilities for the day. I kept track of tasks, 
assets and priorities using Pivotal Tracker, Git Hub and Google Docs. I also stood on top of upcoming 
issues that may have presented bottlenecks in the future. 
 
I lead the game design discussion with all members of the team including art and code to make sure the 
best idea is championed. I helped make the artists’ art readable, clear and entertaining. I had regular 
hands on interaction with artists and programmers to make sure all design is congruent with the world we 
wanted to create. 
 
I also jumped into Unity 3D and set up projects, optimized assets, created particle effects and did 
some level design and lighting. 
 
Along with the core production/designer responsibilities I also created and maintained the Quality 
Assurance of the projects by keeping track of bugs and assigning bug fixing tasks. 
 
 
June 2012 – August 2012 
Walt Disney Imagineering 
Consultant 
 
Consulted on an attraction in the park that required video game hallmarks such as clarity of rules, 
engagement strategies, retention strategies, and meaningful feedback. 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

July 2010 – July 2012 
Avatar Labs 
Game Designer – Facebook Game 
 
   Original IP creation 

 Created original characters, storyline and environments for an original Facebook game 

 Designed simple gameplay flow so users could easily understand the objective of the game while 
still being engaging enough for players to care, all while remaining intrinsic of the game story 

   Game Design 

 Collaborated with all team members and championed the best idea 

 Constantly updated the game design document and alerted all team members to the changes of 
the document  

 Helped create a  monetization strategy using a “consumable” weapons model  

 UI Design 

 Weapon design 
    Art Direction 

 Regular hands on interaction with artists to make sure all design was congruent with the universe 
we wanted to create 

 Created “pre-concept” art to help artists with game art vision  

 Creation and optimization of game art data 
    Game Editor Design 

 Helped design the editor that would be used to create the game and any upcoming expansion 
content 

 Helped programmer create an extremely modular system to get the most life out of the 
conventions we created  

     Applied Game Design Theory specifically to Facebook games 

 Learned what Facebook users wanted through research, collecting field data and personal 
experience  

 Created content and ideas for a socially interactive game that has a low barrier of entry but still 
has enough content to be immersive 

    QA 

 Created a QA test plan 

 Created a QA bug reporting hierarchy and pipeline 
 
 
October 2009 – June 2010 
IPPA Global 
Game Designer – Facebook Game 
 
   Game Design Document creation and maintenance 

 Constantly updated the document and all team members to the changes of the document 

 Created a mock up game design in flash 

 Scripted almost all events that were to take place in game in flash so that there would be no 
confusion as to what the design team wanted to happen and where 

   Applied Game Design Theory specifically to Facebook games 

 Learned what Facebook users wanted through research, collecting field data and personal 
experience  

 Created content and ideas for a socially interactive game that has a low barrier of entry but still 
has enough content to be immersive 

   Game design and art direction 

 Made sure all design decisions were looked through with all members of the team before formally 
including them    

 Regular hands on interaction with artists to make sure all design was congruent with the universe 
we wanted to create  

   Did all 2D characters animations in Flash 



 

 

 

 

 
 
May 2008 – December 2009 
Abandon Interactive Entertainment 
Game Designer – PC Game 
 
   Game Design Document creation and maintenance                                                                                                                     

 Kept all important information and made all design decisions clear to all member of the team 
including audio, art, production, marketing and programming 

 Constant communication with the programming outsource house to make sure they were always 
abreast of the latest decisions regarding the game so they didn't waste a minute of time creating 
something that wasn't needed. 

 Content creation including new and fun ideas that fit within the universe we created 

 Created content that didn't tax the already planned out asset list and used technology we already 
created meaning we would get more use out of what we already had 

   Exporting and optimizing assets for use in the Unity 3D engine 

 Exported assets in packages so that other level designers could easily mix and match assets 
packages they needed for their level. 

 Exported packages with textures and materials already applied to them in accordance to the art 
direction 

 Created placeholder assets using Maya and Photoshop 

 Exported all animations used in the game from Maya to Unity 3D  
   Level Design in Unity 3D 

 Took about 2 days to learn the Unity 3D interface  

 Created all levels in Unity 3D including terrain deformation, asset placement, A.I. Placement, 
track creation and texture placement for roads and terrain 

   Scripting in Unity 3D 

 Scripted events for a pre-production game demo using javascript 

 Scripted character animations and designed level for pre-production game demo 

 Scripted small animation sequences for characters and props to be used in final game 
   QA Team management 

 Managed portion of QA team so they were always testing what was ready and never testing what 
was not 

 Kept QA lead in loop so we were always on the same page and knew what was the next big thing 
to test 

 Always up to date on my bug list and constantly communicated with QA lead about design 
decisions 

 Regular hands on interaction with producers, software engineers, art and QA teams to ensure 
that the concepts and content of assigned game functionality met game design requirements   

   UI interface design and documentation 

 Created features in game along with accompanying UI interface 

 Designed out User Interface with Visio 

 Outsourced Art for Interface and exported art for use in game 
   Drew upon technical and art background to create design solutions 

 When faced with an engine, art or game design problem, I drew upon either an art, design or 
technical experience to find a way of solving said problem 

 Always had more than one solution ready for any one conflict 
 
 
September 2007 – June 2008 
Intro to Video Game Design Instructor 
 
   Taught the fundamentals on how to develop a game from concept to completion 
   Instructed students on how to write a game design document 
   Basics of modeling and texturing 



 

 

 

 

   Taught the importance of teamwork, sharing tasks and leadership 
   Taught level design in Unreal 2 engine 
   Technically, my students learned:  

 Photoshop 

 Flash (animation and some actionscripting) 

 The Unreal 2 Engine 

 Adobe Premiere 

 3DS Max  
 
 
May 2007- January 2008 
Riot Games 
Associate Producer/Intern – PC Game 
 
   Assisted with the outsourcing of assets, animation and concept art. 

 Helped the Producer export assets to art outsource houses 

 Helped Producer export animations to outsource animation houses by providing documentation 
along with video reference 

   Assist in the development of character stories and game design 

 Helped brainstorm ideas with design team about character stories, title of the game, and game 
modes 

   Level design and creation 

 Created levels based off game modes created by the design team 

 Modeled out levels in Maya for later implementation into the proprietary engine 
   Animation director for all character animation references 

 Created character animations for over 30 characters in game 

 Discussed design of characters and how they would react to the world around them 

 Did live video of how characters should move  
   Everyday use of Alienbrain and Hansoft data tracking programs 
   Assist in Marketing department 
   Named the game (League of Legends) 
 
 
April 2006- April 2007 
SQUARE-ENIX 
Game Master – PC/Console Game 
 
   Customer service 

 Communicated with customers, resolved in game problems and provided feedback regarding 
game design and in game events 

   Minor technical support 
   Problem solving/soft skills 
   In game support 
   TPS Reports 

 Kept track of work flow and output from the rest of the GM team with excel sheets 

 Work flow tracking and management 
   Worked on MMORPG Final Fantasy XI 
 
 
February 2005 - September 2005  
Electronic Arts Los Angeles 
Quality Assurance – PC/Console Games 
 
   Performed software checks, analyze product from beginning to end 
   Daily communication with programmers, designers, artists and producers 



 

 

 

 

   Isolate, reproduce and report bugs in software using DevTrack 
   Worked on flagship titles such as Medal of Honor, Black & White 2 and Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2006          
 
 
September 2004 - November 2004 
Electronic Arts Los Angeles 
Quality Assurance – Console Game 
 
   Performed software checks. 
   Daily communication with programmers, designers, artists and producers 
   Isolate, reproduce and report bugs in software using DevTrack. 
   Worked on blockbuster title, Goldeneye: Rogue Agent 
 
            
August 2004 - September 2004 
Activision 
Quality Assurance – Console Game 
 
   Performed software checks 
   Daily communication with programmers, designers, artists and producers 
   Isolate, reproduce and report bugs in software using Tracker. 
   Worked on flagship title Tony Hawk Underground 2 
 

Skillset 
 

 Creating Fun 

 Creative Collaboration 

 Effectively championing and leading art team, programmers and QA team through game 
development cycles 

 Game Design 

 Game Content Creation and asset management 

 Level Design and event scripting using the Unreal 2, Unreal 3 and Unity 3D engines 

 Game Design Document creation 

 Modeling environment assets in 3ds max and Maya. 

 Photoshop 

 Animation and actionscript experience in Flash  

 Traditional 2d and 3d (in 3ds max) animation experience 

 Experience using Motion Capture 

 Storyboarding experience 

 Color theory, layout, design and background composition experience 

 Story writing 

 Experience using Office (Excel, Powerpoint, Word) 

 Experience editing gameplay trailers and demos using Adobe Premiere 

 Broad enthusiasm, interest and vocabulary of video games, both past and present 

 Game data quality control 
 
 

Professional References available upon request. 
 

Education 
 
2012-2013 
Westside Comedy Theater, Santa Monica, CA. 
   Improvisation 



 

 

 

 

   Storytelling 
   Comedy timing 
   Creating a clear story 
   Character development 

 
2005-2010   
The Art Institute of Los Angeles, Santa Monica, CA. 
   BA in Computer Science 
   Game Art & Design 
   3D/2D Art 
   Story concept/Story telling 
 
2004                 
Ultimate University, El Segundo CA. 
   Sports Entertainment 
   Gesture, selling  and story telling using non verbal communication. 


